Sequence specificity for the initiation of RNA-primed simian virus 40 DNA synthesis in vivo.
Analysis of the nucleotide sequences at the 5' ends of RNA-primed nascent DNA chains (Okazaki fragments) and of their locations in replicating simian virus 40 (SV40) DNA revealed the precise nature of Okazaki fragment initiation sites in vivo. The primary initiation site for mammalian DNA primase was 3'-purine-dT-5' in the DNA template and the secondary site was 3'-purine-dC-5', with the 5' end of the RNA primer complementary to either the dT or dC. The third position of the initiation site was variable with a preference for dT or dA. About 81% of the available 3'-purine-dT-5' sites and 20% of the 3'-purine-dC-5' sites were used. Purine-rich sites, such as PuPuPu and PyPuPu , were excluded. The 5'-terminal ribonucleotide composition of Okazaki fragments corroborated these conclusions. Furthermore, the length of individual RNA primers was not unique, but varied in size from six to ten bases with some appearing as short as three bases and some as long as 12 bases, depending on the initiation site used. This result was consistent with the average size (9 to 11 bases) of RNA primers isolated from specific regions of the genome. Excision of RNA primers did not appear to stop at the RNA-DNA junction, but removed a variable number of deoxyribonucleotides from the 5' end of the nascent DNA chain. Finally, only one-fourth of the replication forks contained an Okazaki fragment, and the distribution of their initiation sites between the two arms revealed that Okazaki fragments were initiated exclusively (99%) on retrograde DNA templates. The data obtained at two genomic sites about 350 and 1780 bases from ori were essentially the same as that reported for the ori region (Hay & DePamphilis , 1982), suggesting that the mechanism used to synthesize the first DNA chain at ori is the same as that used to synthesize Okazaki fragments throughout the genome.